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Abstract. The paper focuses on importance of human capital in development of industrial enterprises, issues of their management and methods of achieving balance between interests of owners and employees. Difference between such concepts as human and labor potential as well as human and working capital is clarified. The special attention is paid to the fact that an effective system of motivation and incentivization of labor is to serve as means of rapprochement of human and labor capital. The authors point out the limited scope of the traditional forms of labor motivation and incentivization mechanisms and highlight the complexity of their encouragement for collective work results. The authors suggest using the cost-based approach to workforce management, which is based on assessment of market and intrinsic value of human capital in view of investment and quality characteristics. The proposed approach is attended by methodological support and operational calculations. The study states that the suggested human capital management model can be introduced into practice, as well as substantiates the necessity for boosting the performance of industrial enterprises and their cost by increasing production, stimulating the staff for self-realization and self-improvement by bringing the owners’ corporate interests closer to the interests of the employees.

1 Introduction

Improving efficiency of human capital management is one of the most common challenges, faced by modern enterprises. Workforce, who fulfills a number of functions and has a closer relation to specific operations, sees weaknesses in a system of enterprise development management much better than top management. An opportunity of getting desired economic benefit by owners of an enterprise depends on work ethics of staff as well as on its readiness to reveal reserves of enterprise economic efficiency increase. Often employees, seeing gaps in activities of close to them sites and knowing, how to resolve them because of specialization in specific operations, do not put rational suggestions forward to company management and unwill to increase amount of their own work. As a result, weak zones remain uneliminated a great while as long as a talented and attentive manager identify them.

This situation is common in many enterprises. It is obvious that the reason for it is weak mechanism of motivation and incentivization of work and inefficient human capital management system as a whole. Economic losses from it are particularly important in the industry, where specific nature of activities is more complex, and management effectiveness depends on attitude of all employees of a large team to work. In order to identify reserves of economic efficiency increasing, it is important to regulate corporate relations for purposes of improvement of efficiency of human capital management through creating command interest in development of an industrial enterprise.

2 Ease of Use

An approach of top management to appraisal of enterprise human capital value is equally important in developing workforce corporate management system. In theory and practice there are known three main approaches to appraisal of human capital value.

According to the first approach, which is called by employers “the cost-based approach”, value of human capital is measured through amount of labor costs. It is believed that human capital costs so much, how much a company spends for its maintenance. The utopian nature of such an approach is established by the following circumstances. Firstly, companies offer different wage levels for the same job and the same qualification. Therefore, human capital valuation, made by one enterprise, is not accurate. Secondly, even if a company has a quite functioning system of motivation and incentivization of labor, workers do their best as far as it mainly corresponds with financial incentives. In this case we can not speak about an objective evaluation of all workforce opportunities and consequently about human capital value.
In accordance with the second approach, which is called “the investment approach” [8, 5, 3, 14], human capital value is measured through amount of investment in education, training and health of workforce. It is believed that human capital is worth as much, how much it is spent on education, training and health support of staff. This approach is also questionable for the reason that it is impossible to consider return on investments. Investments in one worker can bring benefit to an enterprise, while investments in other will not. This is due to the fact that not all workers can effectively apply their knowledge in practice, bringing benefit to an enterprise. Not all workers think outside the box and can solve non-standard problems in practical activities. For example, there are even situations, when employees, in whom an enterprise invested nothing, solved practical problems better and acted as initiators of projects, while the other workers, whose education and training were invested by enterprise owners, did not bring real benefit to a company. It follows that investment cost does not match with actual value of human capital.

In concordance to the third approach, which is not so popular yet and which we would call "the qualitative approach", human capital value is determined on the basis of its quality. This approach is more reasonable, because it allows taking into account real benefit, which may be brought to a company by every employee of the work collective.

Nevertheless, in the opinion of the authors, individual application of each approach does not allow to appraise human capital value completely and objectively. The combination of the investment approach and the qualitative one is deemed to be the most correct. Concerning the investment approach, we mean value of investments in education, training and health support of workforce without reference to a specific source of investment. It does not matter, who has invested in education and training of an employee: the company, the employee himself or the state. In this case it is important that it is of some value to the employer. The use of the qualitative approach makes allowances in valuation of human capital, as it enables taking into account individual abilities of employees at acquisition and application of knowledge, skills and experience.

Thus, for appraisal of real human capital value it is advisable to use the integrated investment and qualitative approach, which may be the basis for elaboration of effective incentivization mechanisms in system of industrial enterprise development management. However, issues of methodology for assessing human capital quality and methodology for human capital management based on the integrated investment-qualitative approach are not sufficiently elaborated in science yet. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to develop a comprehensive methodology for assessing human capital value on the basis of the integrated investment-qualitative approach and its application under generation of an effective system of management of industrial enterprise human capital based on the cost approach.

3 Thesis Statement

We set the following objectives for this goal achieving within the framework of this paper.

Firstly, it is necessary to clarify differences between such close concepts as human and labor potential, human and working capital in order to specify nature of human capital quality.

Secondly, it is required to elaborate a methodology for assessing human capital value on the basis of the integrated investment-qualitative approach.

Thirdly, there is need to develop a methodological support of human capital management system based on the integrated investment-qualitative approach.

Fourthly, it is obligatory to carry out operational calculations in assessment of human capital value in its management system in order to confirm practical relevance of the author's model.

3 Theoretical Part

Such close categories as capital, human capital, working capital, potential, human potential and labor potential are to be considered in order to clarify the nature of the concept of human capital.

The concept of human capital was formed in the process of overcoming the traditional views on capital, which essence was explained for the first time by K. Marx. “…Capital is definite social relation, which is represented in the thing and gives this thing a specific social tone” [9]. At the beginning of the 20th century I. Fisher suggested considering as capital anything and everything, which matches the criteria of earnings generation for specified time, provided that any income is always a product of one of the capital types [7]. Under this approach capital is understood as any stock of goods, which may accumulate and produce a profit.

T. Schulz [16, 17, 18, 19] and his follower G. Becker, who have formulated the components of human capital (knowledge, production skills and motivation) in 1960, are justly the founders of the definition of “human capital” [6]. It should be noted that T. Schultz shared the concepts of “human capital” and “human potential”, arguing that “all human resources and powers are either inborn or acquired. Everyone is born with a set of individual genes, determining its inborn human potential. Goodness, acquired by a human, which may be stimulated through corresponding investments, is called human capital” [16]. A number of scientists, including L. Thurow [10], Edwin G. Dolan and David E. Lindsey [3], S. Fischer and R. Dornbusch [15], L. I. Abalkin [11, 13], A. I. Dobrynin and S. A. Diatlov [1], G. N. Tuguskina [4], interprets the essence of the category of "human capital" as total, universal potential of human labor.

According to V. N. Belkin, human capital includes final performance, effectiveness of labor activity of an employee. In other words, when it comes to human capital, we mean human abilities and qualities, which are really involved in the production process, whereas potential productive capacity of a human is called labor potential [20, 21]. This point of view is the closest one to our attitude, but some points are to be clarified. Proceeding from the common concept of potential, which derives from the Latin word "potentia" and means...
strength, power, opportunity and ability, which exist in the open form and may manifest under certain conditions [2], we clarify the concepts of “human potential” and “labor potential”. Human potential is to be understood as a set of inborn and acquired human capabilities, which exist in the open form and are able to appear under certain circumstances in any living environment. Labor potential is not so wide concept, which, in the opinion of the authors, is to be understood as a set of inborn and acquired human capabilities, which exist in the open form and are able to appear under certain conditions in labor activity (a working life).

According to the authors, human capital of a company is a percent of labor potential, already embodied in a company or possible to be embodied. Then, working capital of a company is an integral part of human capital and represents only that part of labor potential, which is actually embodied in labor force of an enterprise. In other words, human capital differs from labor capital: in the first case this is in reference to all explicit and implicit human capacities to act productively, and in the second case – only to those human capabilities, which straight manifest in work. Obviously, an effective system of motivation and incentivization of labor may act as means of rapprochement of human and labor capital [12].

In the opinion of the authors, is to be understood as a set of inborn and acquired human capabilities, which exist in the open form and may manifest under certain conditions in any living environment. Labor potential is not so wide concept, which, in the opinion of the authors, is to be understood as a set of inborn and acquired human capabilities, which exist in the open form and are able to appear under certain conditions in labor activity (a working life).

According to the authors, human capital of a company is a percent of labor potential, already embodied in a company or possible to be embodied. Then, working capital of a company is an integral part of human capital and represents only that part of labor potential, which is actually embodied in labor force of an enterprise. In other words, human capital differs from labor capital: in the first case this is in reference to all explicit and implicit human capacities to act productively, and in the second case – only to those human capabilities, which straight manifest in work. Obviously, an effective system of motivation and incentivization of labor may act as means of rapprochement of human and labor capital [12].

The exact concept of “quality” should follow us to interpretation of the essence of the category of “human capital”. It is commonly known that generally the quality is a combination of essential features, properties, characteristics, which distinguish an object or an occurrence from the other and give definition to it. Thereafter the quality of human capital is a set of essential properties and characteristics of human resources. It makes sense to carry out assessment of human capital quality, using a points system, marking investment and qualitative characteristics of employees. Investment characteristics: 1- Education, 2 - Advanced professional training, 3 - Health. Qualitative characteristics: 4 - Total relevant professional experience, 5 - Length of service with a company, 6 – Promptness, 7 – Initiative, 8 - Decision-making ability, 9 - Operational efficiency, 10 - Self-sufficiency, 11 – Competence, 12 - Innovation activity, 13 - Teamwork skills, 14 - Social skills, 15 – Discipline, 16 - Learning capability, 17 - Self-development capability, 18 - Economic activity, 19 - Labor capacity.

Based on the presented points system, which criteria list may be extended, it is possible to form a ranking of every employee in a company (quality of individual capital of an employee) by the Formula 1:

\[
QHC_{n} = \sum_{i=1}^{19} p_{i}^{n}
\]

where \(QHC_{n}\) – quality of individual capital of an n-employee, point;
\(p_{i}^{n}\) – a number of points within a parameter \(i\) of n-employee, point;
\(i\) – a parameter;

Then the total amount of human capital quality may be determined using the Formula 2:

\[
QHC = \sum_{n=1}^{m} QHC_{n}
\]

where \(QHC\) – quality of human capital of an enterprise, point.

It is possible to estimate value of human capital of an apprised company based on the data of labor market analysis, which allows determining market wage of corresponding levels of employees. At the same time market wage is to be understood as the maximum for every quality level of individual capital in the country, taking into account that human capital is resilient and is differently estimated by the market in every region that determines the market value of human capital. Furthermore, a certain period is to be considered under evaluating the total human capital cost. For example, it may be an average term of company project implementation, as it is reasoned to believe that valuation of human capital is to be carried out, taking into account a forecast period, which is used under evaluation of provided revenue from projects. An average length of service with a company may be used as an evaluation period.

Based on the foregoing, market value of human capital may be determined by the Formula 3:

\[
MVHC = \sum_{n=1}^{m} \frac{QHC_{n}}{QHC_{R,W}} \cdot MS_{R,W} \cdot T_{A}^{n}
\]

where \(MVHC\) – market value of human capital of a company, rub.;
\(QHC_{R,W}\) – quality of human capital of the best employee, compared with a n-employee of an enterprise, point;
\(MS_{R,W}\) – the maximum market wage of the best employee, compared with a n-employee of an enterprise, rub./month;
\(T_{A}^{n}\) – an average term of work (length of service) of a n-employee of an enterprise, months;
\(m\) – a number of employees in an enterprise.

However we must distinguish market value of human capital and economic benefit of an enterprise from possession of this capital. Economic benefit of an enterprise from possession of human capital is to be understood as economy and income, arising from the use of human labor (Formula 4).

\[
EB_{h,c} = MVHC - WF \cdot T_{A} + IR + CS
\]

where \(EB_{h,c}\) – economic benefit of an enterprise from possession of human capital, rub.
\(WF\) – monthly wages fund, rub.;
market capital and commercial goodwill, contributing to are important financial, organization, innovation and only through the use of human capital. At this point there the final economic results of a company are achieved not mechanism of motivation and incentivation of labor. It is especially where there is a question of distribution of employee and obtained enterprise economic or other possible, when association between labor input of an encouragement of individual achievements that is of labor are realized at the first level through incentivation of labor has a bilevel structure. In this case the mechanism of motivation and incentivation has a bilevel structure. The traditional forms of motivation and incentivation of labor are realized at the first level through encouragement of individual achievements that is possible, when association between labor input of an employee and obtained enterprise economic or other kind of benefit may be obviously observed. The cost-based approach is offered to be applied at the second level of mechanisms of motivation and incentivation, especially where there is a question of distribution of economic performances, achieved by a team.

We enlarge upon the point of the second level of the mechanism of motivation and incentivation of labor. It is important to bear in mind that under its implementation the final economic results of a company are achieved not only through the use of human capital. At this point there are important financial, organization, innovation and market capital and commercial goodwill, contributing to efficiency of an enterprise and promoting formation of its intrinsic value in addition to human capital. Financial capital makes contribution by funding current and strategic business needs. Organization capital contributes in the form of corporate standards and rules of behaviour, work of units and staff, organization of business processes, ensuring effective communication within workplace for the benefit of achieving current and strategic objectives and solving operational tasks of an enterprise. Innovation capital, consisted of costs of developed and implemented innovation projects, contributes to strategic development of an industrial enterprise. Market capital is involved in development of an enterprise through established business contacts with buyers, customers, suppliers and contractors. Commercial goodwill provides additional benefit of a company with a high credit rating, fiscal discipline and trust of partners through simplification of procedures for acquisition of credit resources, empowerment to use investment tax credit and lack of likelihood of capital pulling out of business by its founders. All these admit that it makes sense to distribute final economic results at first between a company, represented by its owners, and human capital and then to distribute economic benefit, providing human capital increment, between employees. Let us refer to developing methodological support of the second level of implementation of mechanism of motivation and incentivation of labor. A proportion of economic benefit of a company, accounted for human capital, may be determined by means of the Formula 6.

\[
S_{h.c.} = \frac{IV_{h.c.}}{IV_{h.c.} + IV_{o.c.} + IV_{i.c.} + IV_{f.c.} + IV_{m.c.} + IV_{r.c.}}
\]  

where \( S_{h.c.} \) – a share of intrinsic value of human capital in intrinsic value of an enterprise, taken as a basis of total economic needs distribution; \( IV_{h.c.} \) – intrinsic value of human capital of an enterprise, rub.; \( IV_{o.c.} \) – intrinsic value of organization capital of an enterprise, rub.; \( IV_{i.c.} \) – intrinsic value of innovation capital of an enterprise, rub.; \( IV_{f.c.} \) – intrinsic value of financial capital of an enterprise, rub.; \( IV_{m.c.} \) – intrinsic value of market capital of an enterprise, rub.; \( IV_{r.c.} \) – intrinsic value of commercial goodwill of an enterprise, rub.

Value of enterprise economic benefit, accounted for human capital (we call it a collective bonus pool), may be determined according to the Formula 7.

\[
BF_{c.} = AV_{h.c.} \cdot S_{h.c.}
\]
where $BF_{C}$ – a collective bonus pool, rub.

A distributed amount of economic benefit of an enterprise, accounted for a particular employee, may be calculated by virtue of the Formula 8.

$$BF_{W}^{n} = BF_{C} \cdot \frac{QHC}{QHC_{n}}$$ (8)

where $BF_{W}^{n}$ – a distributed amount of economic benefit of an enterprise, accounted for a n-employee, rub.

Summarizing the undertaken study, we draw attention to those results, which contain scientific novelty.

1. Difference between the concepts of "human potential", "labor potential", "human capital" and "labor capital" is clarified. Human potential is a set of inborn and acquired skills and human capabilities, which exist in the open form or can appear under certain conditions in all living spheres.

Labor potential is a set of inborn and acquired skills and human capabilities, which exist in the open form or can appear under certain conditions in the course of labor activity (work life).

Human capital is a share of labor potential, which is already embodied in a company or is possible to be embodied therein.

Labor capital of an enterprise is an integral part of human capital and represents only that portion of labor potential, which is actually embodied in labor activity of an enterprise.

2. The methodology of human capital appraisal on the basis of the integrated investment and qualitative approach is elaborated. Quality of human capital, which is estimated on investment and quality characteristics, and the corresponding market and internal appraisal of value are the foundation of the methodology.

3. The methodological support of human capital management system is developed based on the cost approach. The instrumentarium of labor motivation and incentivation system is its foundation. The methodology of distribution of collectively obtained economic benefit of an enterprise between its owners and its human capital with the further distribution between its employees is included therein.

4 Practical Relevance

In order to justify the practical relevance of the proposed methodological support of human capital management system we carry out operational calculations, using project targets of a small industrial enterprise.

At first, we assess quality of human capital of an enterprise and compare individual performance with performance of the best employees (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employee</th>
<th>Correlation of individual and the best quality of human capital (Table 1)</th>
<th>Distributed economic benefit of the enterprise per employee, rub.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee 1</td>
<td>0.613793</td>
<td>6 870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee 2</td>
<td>0.743590</td>
<td>8 955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee 3</td>
<td>0.770492</td>
<td>7 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee 4</td>
<td>0.920000</td>
<td>10 653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee 5</td>
<td>0.834320</td>
<td>10 885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>44 619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion to the practical section, we distribute the collective monthly bonus pool among the employees in proportion to the ratio of their individual qualities and the best quality of human capital of the relevant category (Table 2).

The obtained results indicate that different levels of the individual qualities of employees correspond to
different amounts of the distributed collective bonus. The higher quality of individual employee is, the more amount of distributed collective bonus is. Such a system of collective incentivitation for team results, combined with the traditional encouragement for individual performance, allow improving efficiency of the mechanism of motivation and, thus, improving effectiveness of human capital management for the benefit of industrial enterprise development.

5 Conclusions

The results of this study confirm that it makes sense to implement human capital management system, based on the cost approach, in practice of industrial enterprises. Human capital as well as financial, organization, innovation, market capital and commercial goodwill contribute to economic benefit gaining and increment of its internal and market value. Therefore, determination of correlation of material incentivitation for employees with contribution to intrinsic value of enterprise human capital promotes balance of interests of employees and owners and creates conditions for effective labor motivation. The possibility to provide command interest in improving economic efficiency of an enterprise and its cost, using implementation of the author's model, is stipulated by the following circumstances.

Firstly, distribution of economic benefit between an enterprise, represented by the owners, and its workforce, represented by the human capital, in proportion to a share of cost components in intrinsic value of a company determines strengthening corporate relationships and interest of all employees in company development. Secondly, application of evaluation of human capital quality as a part of value appraisal system in distribution of economic benefit creates conditions for incentivitation of employees to self-improvement, development and self-realization that will improve efficiency of an enterprise in the future.

Embodiment of the results of the above circumstances predetermines a cycle of positive effects in industrial enterprise development system through improving productivity and motivation to self-realization in work and development of workforce.
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